[Purpose] The present study aimed to understand characteristics of sensory processing in patients who have experienced a stroke using the previously established, self-diagnostic Adolescent/Adult Sensory Profile (AASP). [Subjects and Methods] Data from 180 total Korean patients who had been diagnosed as having experienced a stroke were collected and analyzed between May and August of 2015.
INTRODUCTION
Following a stroke, the majority of patients experience alterations in a variety of behavioral patterns, ranging from physical disability to psychological impairment. Among the secondary cognitive impairments observed are deficits in speech and memory, as well as emotional disturbance or dysregulation 1) . Sensory processing is the neural process by which information regarding the environment is transmitted to the brain via the peripheral nervous system, ultimately allowing the individual to select actions and responses appropriate to the immediate environment 2) . As many cognitive functions are significantly affected by an individual's ability to process sensory information, sensory processing difficulties following stroke may lead to further cognitive and behavioral impairments 3) . Further, individual differences are observed in both perception and cognitive processing of this peripheral information, resulting in differential responses to changing sensory information 4) . The strength of a given stimulus with respect to any individual does not necessarily correlate with the actual, measured intensity of the stimulus. For example, individuals adopting a strategy of avoidance may do so because of heightened sensitivity to changes in environmental stimuli. Such levels of sensory information processing vary from individual to individual, with different patterns of sensory processing resulting in apparent differences in behavior 5, 6) . The choices one makes regarding action are therefore dependent on the individual's experience and ability to process the situation, with such choices accumulating over time to eventually exert effects on the individual's quality of life 4) .
Brown and Dunn theorized that difficulties in social functioning such as delayed response times, unintended actions, and failure to grasp the social atmosphere in a given situation may be due to impairments in sensory processing 7) . A previous study comparing the sensory processing capabilities of children with developmental disabilities to those of typically-developing adults revealed that adults exhibited sensory defensiveness in four of six areas of behavior, similar to results obtained for children with developmental delays. Some authors have further emphasized the need for research regarding sensory processing in adults 8) . Previous research has also described the relationship between reactions to sensory stimuli and associated behavioral responses, proposing a framework for adult sensory defensiveness 9) . Kinnealey et al. have further advocated for research regarding sensory processing in adults based on observations that 15% of adults exhibit sensory defensiveness 10) . Korean researchers have similarly observed the significant impact of sensory processing ability on overall function. Park et al. investigated the ability of non-traditional methods to improve a variety of cognitive functions, including sensory processing, in the elderly, who tend to exhibit decreased cognitive performance across numerous domains that appears resistant to improvement with more traditional methods aimed at direct improvement of specific functions (i.e., memory, speed, etc.) 11) . Also, Kim et al. reported that adults begin to exhibit passive behavioral patterns as the cultural background and social environment exert influence on their individual sensory processing abilities 12) . Though these adults have not experienced structural damage that would indicate decreases in function, a lack of opportunity to experience various, enriching environments may still result in difficulties in sensory processing similar to those observed when actual structural damage has occurred 13) . In this way, the sensory processing of basic characteristics determines behavior for all individuals, not just those affected by diagnosed neurological impairments. The present study aims to identify alterations in sensory processing patterns following the experience of a stroke, with the goal of providing information regarding the roles of environment, culture, and physical condition with respect to physical and occupational therapeutic interventions. Such information may then allow for improvements in quality of life in addition to functional recovery.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
Participants for the present study were selected from among those patients receiving physical, occupational, and speech therapy following the experience and subsequent diagnosis of stroke at a number of general and university hospitals located in South Korea. Prior to participation in the study, 240 patients who had experienced a stroke and fulfilled the selection criteria received written information regarding the study and subsequently provided their written informed consent. Patients were required to meet the following selection criteria for inclusion in the study: 1) diagnosis of stroke by a specialist; 2) score of more than 75 points on the Modified Barthel Index (MBI); 3) a score of more than 20 points on the Korean version of the Mental State Examination (K-MMSE); 4) no history of heart disease; 5) no severe visual impairments; 6) no severe auditory impairments; 7) no orthopedic conditions; 8) no history of psychological disorders; 9) no other impairment that would significantly affect ability to participate in the study. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board of Kangwon National University (number KWNUIRB-2015-03-005-001), in accordance with the ethical standards of the Declaration of Helsinki (1975 Helsinki ( , revised in 1983 . Questionnaires were distributed to patients themselves, though those with visual disabilities were assisted by their protectors/therapists in reading the questions. Additional information was collected by an experienced therapist using a recording sheet. A total of 480 questionnaires were collected out of the 550 that had been initially distributed. A reliability test was conducted using data from 340 collected questionnaires to assess the degree to which the AASP produced stable and consistent results. After excluding for vote and illegible writing, information from 180 questionnaires was used for further analyses. The total data collection period extended from May to August 2015. The frequency of each questionnaire item was calculated, and data regarding general, medical, and functional participant characteristics were analyzed using frequency analysis. A one-sample t-test was performed to evaluate differences in the distribution of scores between patients who had experienced stroke and healthy controls of previous studies. A χ 2 test was used to evaluate statistically significant differences in each of four areas of Dunn's model of sensory processing with respect to behavioral responses, general clinical and functional patient characteristics, and the neurological threshold. For all analyses, the level of statistical significance was set at p<0.05.
RESULTS
The average AASP score of 180 patients who had experienced a stroke was analyzed to investigate the sensory processing patterns of the patient group (Tables 1 and 2 ). The average score on the low registration domain, which may indicate a pattern of passive behavioral responses in which the individual requires stronger-than-normal stimuli to elicit a response, was 32.1 points. The average score on the domain of sensation seeking, indicative of a pattern of active behavioral responses associated with enjoying or creating sensory-rich environments, was 34.3 points. The average score on the domain of sensory sensitivity, indicative of a pattern of active behavioral responses associated with hyper-awareness of surroundings and easy distractibility, was 36.7 points. The average score on the sensation avoiding domain, indicative of an active, intentional withdrawal from or blocking of sensation, was 34.0 points. The results of the analysis of sensory processing patterns according to the frequency of particular sensory processing domain scores are presented in Table 3 . Of the 180 participants, 65% appeared to accept the low registration sensory stimulus, a result similar to that observed for healthy controls. With regard to the sensation seeking domain, 77.2% of study patients appeared to accept the sensory stimulus, and 14.4% ± 1.6% exhibited a higher than average neurological threshold, with the exception of passive behavioral responses on stimulus searching items. With regard to the sensory sensitivity domain, 65% of the 180 subjects exhibited typical patterns of sensory processing, while 16.7% ± 1.7% were more sensitive and 14.2% ± 2.2% were less sensitive than average. With regard to the sensation avoiding domain, 62.2% of patients responded similarly to healthy control subjects, 21.6% exhibited fewer avoidant responses, and 12.7% exhibited more avoidant responses than average. Average sensory processing scores for study participants with respect to each domain are presented in comparison to scores obtained for healthy Korean adults in Table 4 . The comparison of average sensory processing scores between study participants and healthy controls revealed significant differences in the low registration, sensation seeking, and sensation avoiding domains (p<0.05, p<0.001). No significant difference was observed between the scores of study participants and control data with respect to sensory sensitivity (p>0.05) ( Table 5) .
DISCUSSION
Early physical and occupational therapists assessed individual differences in sensory processing ability using separate measures for each area. However, sensory processing is not characterized by isolated analysis of information from specific areas; rather, it encompasses a vast array of sensory information 14) . Stable trends in sensory processing capabilities are more indicative of the complex cognitive processes involved in the analysis of and response to sensory information than individual measures alone. Therefore, research regarding this multidimensional processing of sensory information should encompass both the sensory experience and the individual response to environmental conditions, focusing on how the sensation is processed rather than how well it is processed. Though research regarding sensory processing patterns has been conducted using active instruction directed at children, insufficient data exist regarding these patterns in adult subjects. For patients who have experienced a stroke, the pathological characteristics of the central nervous system result in secondary difficulties in both perception and cognition, though some decline occurs as part of the normal aging process. Difficulty in connecting accepted sensory information to motor function is influenced not just by neurological damage but also by internal factors such as personality and genetic characteristics, as well as by external factors such as familial and environmental characteristics 15) . Therefore, the present study utilized the AASP to explore the sensory processing patterns exhibited by patients who have experienced a stroke. Average scores for each quadrant of the AASP were as follows: low registration (32.1 points), sensation seeking (34.3 points), sensory sensitivity (36.7 points), and sensation avoiding (34.0 points). Also, the results of the analysis of sensory processing patterns in stroke patients showed that 65.0% of the 180 people (117 patients) showed a similar pattern in low registration. Analysis of sensory processing patterns in study participants revealed that 65% of the 180 patients (n=117) exhibited patterns of low registration similar to those observed in controls, while 23.9% (n=43) exhibited higher responses to environmental stimuli. Very high attention to such stimuli was observed in 5.6% of patients (n=10). The aforementioned results may indicate that alterations in sensory threshold caused by brain damage and the resultant cognitive instability cultivate passive behavioral patterns that contribute to increased responses to stimuli. Dunn et al. observed that individuals with elevated sensory registration capabilities more quickly react to stimuli and exhibit a passive behavioral pattern 6) . Brown and Dunn further revealed that the sensation seeking domain has a high neurological threshold and necessitates an active pattern of behavioral response as individuals attempt to create or seek out enriched sensory environments 7) . Individuals scoring high on this domain would therefore benefit from sensory rich environments and experience difficult in low sensory environments, particularly in therapeutic settings. In the present study, similar patterns were observed with respect to the sensation seeking domain for both study participants (77.2%, n=138) and healthy controls. However, 14.4% of study patients were observed to have lower scores than previously studied controls. This difference may be attributed to difficulties in navigating and participating in the external environment in daily life. Patients experiencing such difficulties may benefit from the non-traditional therapeutic interventions previously proposed by Brown and Dunn 7) . Such interventions account for the sensory-seeking nature of the individual patient, utilizing sensation of the environment as an interactive strategy and allowing for frequent exposure to environmental stimuli, such as changes in food or the arrangement of furniture. With regard to sensory sensitivity, 65% of participants (n=117) exhibited similar patterns of sensory processing to those observed for healthy controls, while 16.7% (n=30) were observed to be more sensitive than controls. Such a result may be related to decreases in sensory threshold and the presence of unstable cognitive states following the experience of stroke. For individuals scoring high on the sensory sensitivity domain, these aspects should be considered, and intervention should focus on reducing patterns of sensitivity through repeated training and task consistency, with the ultimate goal of reducing difficulties in performance related to inability to block irrelevant stimuli 6, 7) . Though 62.2% (n=112) of patients exhibited sensation avoiding patterns similar to those observed for healthy controls, 21.6% (n=39) reported greater patterns of sensory avoidant behavior with respect to the control population. Decreases in sensory sensitivity and impaired ability to evaluate various situations are considered to result from losses in cognitive function and may account for patterns of sensory avoiding behavior, according to Dunn's model of sensory processing 6) . Consequently, differences in sensory processing scores were observed between stroke patients and healthy controls. With respect to the low registration, sensory sensitivity, and sensation avoiding domains, scores obtained for study participants ranged from 1.2 to 3.7 points below those of healthy controls, with scores as much as 2.6 points lower for the sensory sensitivity domain. Such a high sensory threshold may be the result of impaired perception and cognitive functioning caused by stroke-related neurological damage, and expectations of physical recovery may further actively heighten the response. In conclusion, an average of 67% of study participants exhibited similar patterns of sensory processing to healthy controls on most aspects of processing, while the remaining 32% showed a pattern divergent from that observed in the same control population. Further research is required to assess the correlation among sensory processing, psychological factors, and motor function in patients who have experienced a stroke.
